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Fourmillante cité, cité pleine de
rêves,
"Où le spectre, en plein jour, rac
croche le
— Baudelaire.1

"There is much evil to be feared in today's
on by
thelimit,
risetheitsthe
over
of
in
. But
the particular
evoked
ghosts has become rare," said Ernst Bloch
1935, linking the
of modernity the passing
of the gothic, and in particular, the passing
the ghost. Similarly, Edmund Wilson expressed
surprise in 1944 that the ghost story persisted
into the age of the electronic light (Cox and
Gilbert xv).
implicit argument of both Bloch
and Wilson is that modernization is a process
disenchantment, and modernity and the ghost
are therefore incompatible.
When it is spelled out, in the work of the
Frankfurt school and
various descendants,
argument goes something like this: The
largest project of modernization has been the
freeing of humanity from the myths and super
stitions that
through fear, our sovereignty.
Modernization increases our power
nature
- through
increasing rationalization of sci
ence, of religion, of aesthetics, and so
- by
turning us from the worship of ancestors and
past authorities to
pursuit of individual
utopias in a projected future, and by the accom
panying emptying and sanitizing of the imagi
nation.
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Such a disenchanted world seems to leave no room for the ghost,
and for
gothic in
both of which work by activating, and
preying on, those fears and imaginings that modernization
away. And yet the gothic does persist. Its persistence,
this under
standing, signifies the extent to which the process of modernization as
disenchantment is not yet complete; the extent which modernization's
sweeping
has in fact been only a sweeping under the carpet.
Hugh
"The Little Ghost," from 1931, is a modern ghost
story, a trace of the gothic persisting into modernity. In this story, our
narrator tells us that his very best friend (Bond) had died, something
that "most Britishers, most Americans, most Scandinavians" would rec
ognize as truly traumatic, unlike "Frenchmen, Italians, Spaniards . . .
Southern people" (387), who don't really understand this idea of male
friendship. He is inconsolable: "From that moment I knew
peace.
Everyone seemed
me dull, profitless, and empty" (389).2 He takes a
holiday and
beach, in
effort to shake
feeling of loss,
but to
avail. Unexpectedly, an invitation
spend
time
with his friends, the Baldwins, who though "not, I believed, very well
off"
rented "an old eighteenth-century house" (this epithet recurs
throughout the story, insisting
the house's link to the eighteenth cen
tury). "They were jolly, noisy people, with a jolly, noisy family" and he
feels sure they will shake him from his gloom, and so accepts. The next
day,
his way
their house,
stops at an old cathedral and, in front
of
"tomb of the Black Bishop" (390), is unexpectedly consoled: "I
a curious sense ... of comfort and condolence, that horrible grey
loneliness that I had felt... suddenly fell from me, and for the first time
since Bond's death, I was happy" (390). Arriving at his friends' house,
he is overwhelmed by the presence of vast numbers of loud and ill-man
nered children, and senses that his friends and their children are out of
place in this old house, that the house resents them and their presence.
He,
the other hand,
house seems accept: "I belonged to it, that
room, as though I had been in it
my days. I had a curious sense of
companionship that was exactly what I
been needing" (392). He
a sudden sense that there is someone in the room with him, but, looking
around, can see
one. Over the course of his visit
comes to learn
that the Baldwins are "going
wake up some of those old rooms,"
largely through the presence of the children, who the narrator describes
as "the wildest savages," "uncivilised" (393), and at a later moment
"being Red Indians all over the hall" (395), a disruption which "I felt the
house minded" (394). In his moments of peace, in the hour before din
ner as he rests and then dresses,
luxuriates in his memories of Bond,
and feels a "new companionship [that] was not only
but was
something more as well" (395). Mrs. Baldwin continues to be sure that
"it's so good for old houses like this ... to be woken up a little," despite
our narrator's hesitations. One night, the sense of comfort the narrator
feels materializes in the form of a little girl, in whose face he
"fear
and bewilderment and a longing for
comfort" (396). Later, during
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a particularly aggressive game of hide-and-seek, our narrator retreats to
his room from the "noisy exuberance and ruthless selfishness of the new
family" (396), and, confronted
the terrified ghost of the young girl,
protects and comforts her. "All night I think I stayed there comforting
and being comforted," at the end of which "my sense of loss in my
friend was removed ... and never returned." He realizes,
thinks, that
"the child loved the house, had stayed as long as was possible, at last
was driven away, and that this was her farewell, not only to me, but all
that she most loved in this world and the next" (397). After leaving,
cured, and returning to London, he receives in the mail from Mrs. Bald
win a package she presumes he has left behind: wrapped in an old silk
handkerchief,
discovers an old wooden doll, with "Ann Trelawney,
1710" sewn
clothes.
Walpole's curious tale tells a story about class (the aristocratic house
and ghost with which the narrator identifies, versus the new bourgeois
family, who "fought a battle with it [the house] and defeated it"; 393),
through the mediating discourses of race (only good Anglo-Saxons
know the meaning of real friendship; the Baldwin children are uncivi
savages), gender (the Baldwins are represented by Mrs. Baldwin's
ignorance and the generally over-exuberant male children; ranged
against them are the hyper-civilized male narrator and the frightened
ghost
personal
and homosociality. The house's resentment
the Baldwins expresses a social anxiety about the movement of the
bourgeois (and not even
wealthy bourgeois) into
social spaces of power, as well as of domesticity - of the old aristocracy. That the aris
tocracy lost this battle is, according to the story, something
mourn.
The uncouthness, the selfishness, and the savagery of the new bour
geoisie
out what is being lost: a particular class identity, and a
national one, as well (the Baldwins, we are to suspect, are like those
"Southern people"
don't understand true friendship).
ghost of
the little girl represents this past as it lingers in the spaces once occupied
by the now-retreating upper class. The curious twist the story plays
with, of course, is that the ghost is not what's scary: instead, this ghost
returns, even in her own defeat and her
need for comfort,
offer
comfort to the more civilized, more British, more aristocratic narrator, as
if to console him, not so much for the loss of his friend, but for the loss
of the past which she represents. What's scary is the bourgeois future
represented by the "Red Indians": scary, at least, to our narrator, but
is a fear that is soothed, made palatable, by the ghost's reminder that he,
not they, is the true inheritor of the British aristocratic past, despite their
possession and transformation of
house.3
Though the class, race, gender and sexual politics, as well as nation
alism, of "The Little Ghost" are what distinguish it as an ideological
puzzle from other ghost stories, what all such examples of the genre
share is the relationship between the ghost and the past. Ghosts
they represent the past as it returns
the present, a past that has not
been successfully negotiated. The ghost story persists into modernity,
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and does so as a nostalgic desire for the past, as an expression of "a
yearning for the certainties and satisfactions of a traditional class sys
tem" (Jameson "Historicism" 97).
But together with the persistence of the ghost story into the modern
period is the ghost's transition into modernist literature, where, appar
ently, it ought not be at home. As David Punter puts it, in the
of a
question,
literary movement of modernism is best seen as a turningaway from the tropes and themes of the gothic:
might we prefer to see in modernism precisely that movement
the mind that seeks
exorcise the
to clean out the house,
ruined though it may be, and assert the possibility of a life that
is not haunted as it situates itself resolutely in a present that
strains towards the future?
(ix)

According to such arguments,4 not only is the modern a period of dis
enchantment, a moment in which our cultural constructions of the
world turned away from myth and superstition, but modernism in par
ticular is
explicit rejection of the gothic.
But modernism has a more complicated relationship to the gothic
than this.5 In
there is something fundamentally gothic about mod
ernism per se. In Baudelaire's "Les Sept Vieillards," from which my epi
gram is drawn, the "swarming city" teems equally with passers-by and
the ghosts
accost them, and the grounds we
have for distin
guishing one from the other
away. Adorno, in Minima Moralia,
points
the same trend in contemporary German expressionists:

In Trakl's "Along" there is the line: "Tell how long it is we have
been dead"; in Däubler's "Golden Sonnets": "How true that we
are all long dead."
unity of Expressionism consists
expressing that people wholly estranged from one another, life
having receded within them, have thereby become, precisely,
dead.
(191)
For Adorno, that is - and
his reading, for German Expressionism modern people are dead precisely
the extent that they are modern.
This response to the experience of modernity, of living - and not-living
- in the modern world requires us to re-think what the gothic means,
when it appears in the works of modernist writers such as Eliot and
Stevens, for whom, according to Frank Lentricchia, "To
a modern
life ... is hard to distinguish from a living death" (437). Many mod
ernist writers, it seems, invoke the gothic as a mediating framework
through which the modern world can be understood.
Recalling the first
met T.S.
Wyndham Lewis described
him as an "apparition" (283). Though Lewis seems
have meant
'apparition' in terms of a vision of beauty - a "sleek, tall, attractive
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transatlantic apparition," he calls him - there is
the implication that
there was something ghostly about Eliot.6 In
biography of Eliot,
Peter Ackroyd tells us that Eliot was "always much possessed by the
dead" (16). This ghostly possession reaches a high point of sorts in 1923,
years after Lewis described his encounter with the apparitional Eliot. Ackroyd's version of the anecdote is brief but tantalizing:
When Mary Hutchinson was preparing to visit him [Eliot], he
told her to ask the porter for a "Captain Eliot" and then to knock
at the
three times. When Osbert and Sacharavell Sitwell
were invited
Burleigh Mansions for dinner, they were told
simply to ask for "the Captain." This nautical persona which
Eliot adopted has its jaunty aspects, but it is more bizarre than
comic.
strangeness is compounded by the fact that the Sitwells
noticed, while dining
that
was wearing face powder: ".
. .
but distinctly green, the colour of forced lily-of-the-valley." Their observation confirmed what Virginia Woolf thought
she
seen - green powder on his face.
(136)

Ackroyd cites Clive Bell, who suggested in a letter to Vanessa Bell that
might paint his face thus to look "interesting and cadaverous," and
Osbert Sitwell,
thought that Eliot might do it to "accentuate his
look of suffering" (Ackroyd 136). Virginia Woolf commented in her
Diary that "I am not sure that he does not paint
lips" (Vol.2
At
other moments, she notes Eliot's deathly appearance and character: she
calls
"pale, marmoreal Eliot" (90); "slightly malevolent" (187); "sin
ister and pedagogic ... a queer figure" (302); and in later years
reap
pears as a "poor pale creature" (Vol.3 15) and "a vision of misery" (Vol.3
223).
Why did Eliot
as this ghoulish 'Captain'? How does this relate
to The Waste Land, published in the year before these dinners? Where do
we fit this image of Eliot into
different versions of Eliot that literary
history has given us: the
conservative catholic royalist;
play
ful author of the 'Cats' poems;
racist, misogynist author of the 'Bolo'
poems? Here is another Eliot - face painted greenish-white, a pale crea
e, an apparition, a(even
vision,
youth, a sinister, malevolent, and
to the
queer figure and it is with this Eliot in mind that I want to begin
read The
Land.

Wa

I.

Eliot's epigraph to The Waste Land is taken from Petronius' Satyricon.
According to the Greek myth to which Petronius refers,
Sybil wish
es for the ability to live forever; in a cruel twist of fate, she is granted
long life but not eternal
and so now lives on, in a body long since
aged past usefulness
her prophetic powers eventually desert her).
Published by eGrove, 2002
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In Eliot's epigraph, the Sybil is asked what she
she responds, "I
to die."7
Sybil is an undead figure, unable to die, incapable of
truly living. Her desire for death, for an end, an alternative
her
undead state, is the desire that opens The Waste Land, and it is a desire
that will not - cannot - be fulfilled.
The title of the first section of the poem, "The Burial of
Dead,"
offers to the reader the suggestion of a resolution or closure of the sort
that the Sybil asks for. People do die, and when they do, they are
buried; there is closure, an end,
the process of life.
poem itself,
though, opens with a description not of death but of new life; of a
vicious, callous spring:
April is the cruelest month, breeding
Lilacs out of the dead land, mixing
Memory and desire, stirring
Dull roots with spring rain.
Winter kept us warm, covering
Earth in forgetful snow, feeding
A little life with dried
(1-7)
In what sense is spring cruel? To begin with, the poem's description
adopts the perspective of the Sybil with respect to life and death: here,
death is positive, peaceful and comfortable, while life is negative, diffi
cult and painful. But it
collapses the two categories - life and death
- into one another.
first three lines end with participles of combi
nation - breeding, mixing, stirring - each of which, following immedi
ately
a caesura, pushes us onwards the next line of the poem. Cat
egories are being integrated, boundaries dissolved. The lilacs, living
plants, are being bred from the dead ground. Memory is being mixed
with desire; a past- and death-oriented instinct is being mixed with a
futurelife-oriented one.8
dull roots, part of
dead ground,
are being stirred with spring rain, a life-bringing
The
desire for death is the only desire expressed in the poem to this point.
But this desire to be allowed
be dead in peace is disrupted not only
by the new growth of Spring, for April is
(usually) Easter, the time
of Christ's crucifixion and resurrection, a moment of burial in which
death marks not an end but a new beginning.
In these opening few lines,
we have the Sibyl - the only named
character so far - who wants to die, and a section title that tells us that
what we are reading will be about giving the Sibyl what she wants:
an end-point. But then the opening of the poem immediately
undoes these expectations. And the speaker of these opening lines, as
Michael Levenson points out, is
of the buried dead to whom the title
of the opening section alludes, his/her perspective coming from under,
or out of, the
land:
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The eye here sees from the point of view of someone (or some
thing) that is buried. In what other circumstances would snow
act as cover? ... [T]he opening of The Waste Land looks at spring
from the point of view of a corpse... . Only here is a corpse that
has not died, that retains a little life. We recall that the title of
this opening section is "The Burial of the Dead" and already we
have a fierce irony. These buried are not yet dead.
(172)
What Levenson is happy to call 'a fierce irony' I
remember,
now at least, as a troubling reading experience. What do we do with
this buried voice which yet still lives, with the living Sybil who wants to
die, and with the cruelty of life and of rebirth in this
land? What
kind of generic framework can resolve the 'fierce irony,' can help us past
the troubling nature of these opening images?
framework to which a reader can turn is the Gothic, in which
burial is a common trope (think Edgar Allan Poe, think Lewis's The
Monk, among many others). Scanning the rest of "The Burial of the
Dead," we find a whole series of indicators that the poem does indeed
work within a Gothic framework: there is a desolate landscape ("What
are the roots that clutch, what branches grow / Out of this stony rub
bish?"; the "dead tree" and the "dry stone"); there is a character caught
between life and death ("I was neither / Living nor dead"); there are
omens and premonitions ("Fear death by water"); there is a crowd of
dead figures, crossing London Bridge ("I had not thought death had
undone so many"); and there is the macabre image of
sprouting
corpse. 9
gothic is a framework - one among many - vitally important to
a sophisticated reading of The Waste Land, but it is one that remains
largely undeveloped in criticism of the poem.10
poem, however,
does not simply reproduce gothic themes and images - although such
themes and images do continue throughout the
- but reproduces
them transformatively. The Waste
that is, is not simply a gothic
poem: as Pound would have advocated, it
makes the gothic into
something new.
It is easy, too easy, to read "The Burial of the Dead" as Gothic. But
what about the rest of the poem? And how does the poem
the
gothic new? I want to answer both of these questions by looking at one
of the poem's ghosts, a ghost that is often overlooked in criticism or mis
taken for something else. This is the ghost that appears in the opening
scene of "A Game of Chess." This second section of The Waste Land
opens with a description of a woman at her dressing
a scene def
erential Pope's Rape of the Lock. In Pope's
the woman's dressing
table is crowded with the baubles of colonial mercantilism ("The vari
ous Off'rings of the world"; I, 130) and
itself is - through par
ody - a polemic against the 'trivial' ends to which eighteenth century
globalism is being directed: female beauty.11 In Eliot's poem, the sug
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gestion is that what should be a celebration of high life, culture, and
style, in this wealthy woman, is left
she is overwhelmed
a
world
which she does not - cannot - belong.
descriptions are
voluptuous, sensual, and the wealth and beauty excessive: "The glitter
of her jewels rose to meet it [the light], / From satin cases poured in rich
profusion" (84-85).
woman seems to be aristocratic, like Pope's
Belinda, but this nostalgic celebration of aristocratic culture is disrupt
ed. Her senses are literally overwhelmed by the wealth, her perfumes
are "strange, synthetic" - that is to say, unnatural - and they have "trou
bled, confused / And drowned the sense in odours" (87-89). Like the
"brown fog" of lines 61 and 208, that renders the city "unreal," so too
the perfume clouds this
making it unreal.
material wealth of
the scene will be contrasted with her spiritual emptiness as she engages
with her possessions; Eliot demonstrates that the source of this disrup
tion is her failure to be truly aristocratic,
be 'merely' a wealthy bour
geois. But before the poem
to
the cultural elements of her
world of material wealth are described, and
description ends with
an unexpected appearance:

Above the antique mantel
displayed
As though a window gave upon the sylvan scene
change of Philomel, by the barbarous king
So rudely forced; yet there the nightingale
Filled all the desert with inviolable
And still she cried, and still the world pursues,
'Jug Jug' to dirty ears.
And other withered stumps of time
Were told upon the
staring forms
Leaned out, leaning, hushing the room enclosed.
Footsteps shuffled
the stair.
(97-107)

A painting of Philomel is displayed "as though a window";
images
more directly accessible to
woman (and to any visitors she
might
than does her own room, masked by the perfumes which
fog the senses.
painting of Philomel is not the only painting in the
room: other paintings, other "stumps of time," hang
the walls as
well. But they don't simply hang: they "stare," they "lean," they
"hush." They are already partially materialized figures, and they
become, in the last line quoted here, the bodiless footsteps shuffling on
the stair: they become, that is, a
A scene that begins as a descrip
tion of a painting becomes a haunting, as in so many ghost stories
which paintings come to life, in which a ghostly figure emerges from a
painting - "leaned out, leaning. ..." While it might not be surprising
that the mansion of this wealthy woman is haunted,12 it is not immedi
ately apparent how we got from painting to
What has happened?
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Let us work through this more slowly, beginning with the story of
Philomel.
According
Ovid's version of the story (Metamorphoses VI),
Philomel
to visit her sister Procne, five years after her marriage to
Tereus, the king of Thrace.
first seeing Philomel,
is "inflamed
with lust" for her,13 and instead of taking her to see her sister,
drags
her to a forest hut where
imprisons and rapes her. When she threat
ens to "cast shame
and proclaim what you have done"
cuts out
her tongue so she will be unable accuse him. Philomel makes a tapes
try, telling the story of Tereus' guilt, and sends it to Procne, who prompt
ly rescues her. Together, they kill Itys, the son of Procne and Tereus, and
serve his flesh to Tereus at a feast. When Tereus calls for Itys to
brought to him, Procne "cannot hide her cruel joy" and announces what
she has done, and Philomel reveals herself to him. Tereus, in a rage,
flies at them both, and in fleeing, the women are turned into birds,
whose feathers are stained with the blood of their murderous deed.
Tereus, turned into a
continues
pursue them.14
painting, in Eliot's poem, shows her change: not the rape, but the
moment of her tongue's restoration, albeit at the expense of intelligible
sound and of her humanity, which expenses are punishment for her
violent
She
in the picture (in the oddly juxtaposed
'desert' which is also a 'sylvan scene,' a confused and compromised
wasteland that she shares with the other denizens of the poem15), with
"inviolable voice," safe from Tereus' further violence. In the classical
story, she cries "Teru teru," thereby revealing the identity of her rapist.
Philomel's only sound, after the transformation, is this identification of
her violator; the violence remains present to her
Eliot's
Philomel cries "Jug jug," a conventional representation of bird song
Elizabethan poetry, but also a crude reference
sexual intercourse,
which means that "Jug jug" keeps Philomel's violation present to her no
less than does Ovid's "Teru teru."
the poem suggests that while
Philomel might be safe from Tereus, "the world" still pursues her, hear
ing in her voice this crude sexual innuendo.
In Eliot's poem, then, the painting of the myth of the nightingale
might, at first, appear
be a more or less innocuous cultural artifact,
but it attests to the brutality of the "barbarous king." While
the
wealthy woman, possession of or appreciation of the painting indicates
a certain cultural sophistication, the barbarism of Tereus which the story
also signifies can prompt only horror in the narrator. This history of
brutality culminates, here, in "'Jug Jug' to dirty ears": despite
nar
rator's observations about the painting and horror at the barbarism,
what "the world" hears in the song of the nightingale is not horror but
a banal sexual innuendo.
world is numb to the history of brutality
implicit in such cultural objects, and
narrator takes it as his task to
make this (hidden) past present to us also.
narrator personifies this
past, gives it substance, in the figure of the ghost that steps out of the
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painting - if this is the reading we want to give to what follows - and
haunts
room.
elided history of violence against Philomel Tereus's violence and the violence of the world that still pursues returns, does not allow itself to be forgotten.
Eliot's hatred is reserved for the middle class' encroachment on and
destruction of
aristocracy. He proclaims in "Marie Lloyd" (1922)
that "the middle classes are morally corrupt. . . .
middle classes, in
England as elsewhere, under democracy, are morally dependent on the
aristocracy, and the aristocracy are subordinate
the middle class,
which is gradually absorbing and destroying it" (371). That "the world"
that pursues Philomel means specifically the bourgeois world, the
world of the woman of wealth but insufficient cultural sophistication, is
the implicit principle which drives the polemic in this opening section
of "A Game of Chess."
It may be surprising how readily this scene from The Waste
admits of the reading I have just given it, since such a reading one
level at least - is an explicitly Benjaminian one. In "The Theses on the
Philosophy of History," Benjamin writes that "without exception the
cultural treasures ... [that the historical materialist] surveys have
ori
which he cannot contemplate without horror. . . . There is
docu
ment of civilization which is not at the same time a document of bar
barism" (256). Like Eliot's narrator, Benjamin's historical materialist
looks at a cultural artifact and sees, with
history. Benjamin
argues that
aesthetic objects, art works, the artifacts of civilization,
possess a history of brutality. Such art works "owe their existence not
only the efforts of the great minds and talents who have created them,
but also to the anonymous toil of their contemporaries" (256), a toil too
easily lost
someone looking at a painting. Think for instance of the
Egyptian pyramids and the slave labor that built them, or St. Petersburg
built
the bones of the conscripted poor. According to this Benjamin
ian reading, the poem's narrator is horrified by Philomel's history ren
aesthetic in the art object, in the
way that Benjamin's histor
ical materialist is horrified by the material history of "anonymous toil"
expended in making the production of these cultural artifacts possible.
cultural artifact, for Benjamin, is a trace of history, a "monad" that
it is the job of the material historian to place
a "constellation"
other events and objects, in order to expose that history, and hence pro
voke
revolutionary potential.
ghost is a "trace" of this material
history that cannot be entirely eliminated.16 Similarly, Eliot's ghost is
the trace of the history of violence that the aestheticization of Philomel's
story elides, but cannot entirely eliminate.
The story of Philomel haunts the picture, and, in our suppression
it, becomes the ghost that steps down from the walls, where it
lean
ing, staring, hushing, and materializes in the footsteps shuffling
the
stairs.
ghost comes back from a past that would otherwise be for
gotten, that will not let itself be forgotten. Memories of trauma fill the
room, the traces of a history that has been elided and overwritten, and
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the ghost is the materialized form of these memories. So far, that is, we
have discovered nothing "new" about this ghost at all; this is still a nine
teenth-century ghost.
But it would be a mistake to leave this reading of the poem here, to
call Eliot a Benjaminian thinker. Benjamin explains that in
commod
ity-forms, including the newly commodified
history has been
doubly displaced, first through the displacement of its use-value by
price, and then again in the appropriation of the commodity object as
wish-image.17 When we measure
in terms of price, then we are
treating labor as an abstracted form of measurement; we forget, or dis
place, the actual physical labor that went into producing the commodi
ty. And when the commodity is appropriated out of
context as
exchange-object into the object of desire in someone's fantasy, then the
history of the object as labor-produced object is moved one
further
away
our possible recollection.
history that the historical
materialist struggles to return these commodity objects, then, is a his
tory of capitalist production, class relations, the division of labor and
wealth, and the alienation of the worker from the products of his/her
labor. In contrast, the "history" that Eliot's narrator returns
the
woman's painting, the history that Eliot's narrator cannot help but see
(with horror) in the artwork, is myth.
task of Benjamin's historical
materialist is to place a commodity object into a constellation that allows
its meaning as use-value
explode out from the new context. Eliot's
narrator offers what he
as the important history of a cultural object
- linking it to a literary past, a heritage that stretches back, through
Shakespeare, Spenser, Dante, and St. Augustine to Ovid and Virgil - but
in doing so elides the material history of cultural production, elides pre
cisely the history that Benjamin's historical materialist reveals.
The spiritual poverty of the middle class and
nostalgia for an
aristocratic past - for a class of people who, surrounded by wealth,
would not lead empty lives but would know how
live it, responsibly,
pleasurably, fully - are portrayed in Eliot's
not only by the
wealthy woman but
by the (absent) "loitering heirs of City direc
tors" (180), another group
make claims to aristocratic distinctions
(they are "heirs") but who are nonetheless wealthy capitalists rather
than landed gentry.18 The actual physical absences the poem remarks at
this point are the waste products, the detritus, of the pleasures of bour
geois society. Empty bottles and sandwich papers are what is left after
eating and drinking; silk handkerchiefs are the detritus of sexual plea
sure (apparently they were used in the early twentieth century in place
of condoms); cardboard boxes are the discarded wrappings of consumer
goods;
cigarette ends are the remnants of another purchasable
physical pleasure (and
cigarette serves as a post-coital signifier as
well). These waste products are specifically the waste products of a con
sumer society, a society which wraps sandwiches and drinks from bot
tles, which packages gifts and purchases, and which discards these trap
pings
the products have been consumed. The emphasis here on
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how these (missing) pleasures are packaged emphasizes the mediated
form in which they are experienced in this bourgeois consumer culture,
as well as the emptiness of those pleasures themselves. Like the wealthy
whose pleasures are banal, isolate, and uncertain, the "heirs"
the City engage in pleasures with purely consumer forms. Eliot's poem
laments this collapse of the upper class into the middle class.
But what Eliot's poem does not acknowledge, what
replacement
of material or social history with myth obscures, is the intimate histori
cal relationship between the aristocratic tradition, for which the poem
expresses nostalgia, and the increasing social dominance of the urban
middle class in the early twentieth century, that the
so thorough
ly despises.
social system of aristocratic country-house dominance
been since before the period of enclosure
agrarian capitalist sys
tem, and as such did not stand against the markets and early industri
alization of the
but was implicated in and responsible for their
practices.19
supercession of aristocratic dominance by bourgeois
dominance, which Eliot's
mourns with melancholic nostalgia, is
fact a part of the logic of that system.
In The Country and the City, Raymond Williams points out that the
histories that literature tells us are a confusion of myth and observation:
"Very few country writers, in the twentieth century, have wholly
escaped this strange formation in which observation, myth, record and
half-history are so deeply entwined" (261). I have been arguing that
Eliot looks unexpectedly like Benjamin, arguing that there are the traces
of a history present in the art-objects of the world of The Waste Land. But
the key difference between Eliot and Benjamin is
the traces
objects betray are not the traces of a real, material history, in Benjamin's
sense, but of a mythologized history, of a history that never really was,
of a history that the
has made up
make sense of the present.
Eliot shares this relation
history with many other modernists: J.
Clark explains that modernist
has a complex "relation to a history it
invents
resists and misrecognizes" (8). This in the
way as,
according to Williams, twentieth-century country writers have made up
a history that makes sense of the present of the country, but makes sense
of it in a way that elides the actual history of its intricate implicit rela
tionship with the city. In this country writing, "A critique of a whole
dimension of modern life, and with it many necessary general ques
tions, was expressed but also reduced
a convention, which took the
form of a detailed version of a part-imagined, part-observed rural Eng
land" (Williams 261). Eliot's poem follows the same form: part detailed
observation of the daily lives of London's proletarian and bourgeois cit
and part mythologized past, serving
explain those observa
tions.20 Eliot's poem invokes, among others, the mythic pasts of the
Grail legend, the story of Philomel, Hindu Upanishads and
Christ
ian bible, as well as
myriad literary references.
process
is perhaps most thoroughly captured in the declaration, in the notes to
part five, that the three key sources for symbols are the journey to
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Emmaus, the approach to the Chapel Perilous, and the decay in Eastern
Europe, where contemporary social history is presented as interchange
able with different mythologized versions of the past. The importance
of the figure of the
then, is that it can cross between these differ
ent stories, allowing readers treat them as a coherent "past," offering
a trope and a (gothic) framework within which real history is reduced
to, made subservient to, the literary or mythical history that Eliot
invokes.
But more than this, Eliot's poem formalizes this elision. It turns this
failure of historical observation or misreading of history into a new form
of poetry. Insofar as the form of the poem is a lyric haunted by
liter
ary predecessors, it creates a history for itself that elides a real history
the modern world.

II.
Let us return to the ghost of "A Game of Chess," whose footsteps we
have left "shuffling on the stair,"
begin to see what is specifically
modernist about it.
poem turns, at this point, to a dialogue between
the wealthy woman and what most criticism identifies only as an
unknown interlocutor. I suggest that one option that allows us make
more sense of this dialogue is
understand the interlocutor
be the
ghost who has just materialized from
painting. At the very least,
this interlocutor is demonstrably an apparition, either one of the ghosts
from
walls, or affiliated with them.
The woman says:
'My nerves are bad tonight. Yes,
Stay with me.
'Speak me. Why do you never
Speak.
'What are you thinking of? What thinking? What?
'I never know what you are thinking. Think.'
(111-14)
woman's command that the ghost "Speak" recalls both Hamlet's
and Horatio's pleas the ghost of Hamlet's father that
speak.21 The
responses
questions (or requests or commands) are not in invert
ed commas, suggesting that they are not in fact spoken. The first such
response, to her question "what are you thinking of?" - "I think we are
in rats' alley / Where the dead men lost their bones" - provides us with
a gothic scene, a gothic atmosphere.
The woman's questions ask this ghost for a history (do you remem
ber nothing?), a description of the contemporary environment (What is
that noise? What do you see? What do you know?), and her place in
both (What shall I do?). The ghost's responses are quotations, mostly lit
erary, all mythical, and serve
mediate,
and obscure any sense
of the relation between the woman and a material history.
"'Do you remember / 'Nothing?'" the woman asks, and the ghost
responds "I remember / Those are pearls that were his eyes" (122-25).
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What the ghost remembers, that is to say, is a quotation from Madame
Sosostris' fortune-telling, itself a quotation
The Tempest, as Ariel
reminds Ferdinand of his father Alonzo, the King of Naples, presumed
drowned, but actually still alive (I.ii.401). Ariel's rhyme follows imme
diately from Ferdinand's meditation on his father's supposed
which he describes himself as "Sitting
a bank, / Weeping again the
King my father's wrack, / This music crept by me upon the waters, /
Allaying both their fury and my passion / With
sweet air" (I.ii.39296). The Waste Land again makes references to these passages in "The
Fire Sermon," most explicitly in lines 191 and 257, which is to say
the poem as a whole functions in
ways as an expanded version
the ghost's responses here: it is a poem of quotation, a poem which is
new by containing nothing new, by making a "living" poem out of dead
language fragments, a story of trauma that represents itself as cultural
artifact. Its language is ghostly, language that is between life and death.
poem is not just about ghosts, it is, formally, a ghost.
"'Are you alive, or
there nothing in your head?"'
woman
asks the
It is a question that a ghost ought not
be able to
answer. Like the Sybil, like the hyacinth girl's lover ("neither / Living
nor dead"), like the crowds flowing over London Bridge ("I had not
thought death had undone so many"), the ghost is between life and
death, both alive and dead, neither alive nor dead. A ghost is "precise
ly an intermediary 'apparition' between life and death, between matter
and spirit, whose separation it dissolves" (Macherey 19). But the point
poem makes is that the ghost is not
only one hovering in this
intermediary position: the
"living" people - the lover, the
crowd, and as I explain below, the wealthy woman - are, as well.
ghost's response to this question seems nonsensical, but is worth
teasing out:
But
O O O O that Shakespeherian Rag—
It's so elegant
So intelligent

(127-30)

ghost's answer is yet another quotation, this time not a literary ref
erence, but a popular culture reference, to a contemporary ragtime-jazz
tune. In a literal sense, the ghost is answering the second question,
repeating what is in
head: a fragment of a fashionable tune, some
thing, therefore, both new and always-the-same.
This idea of fashion as both new and always-the-same is one of the
crucial analyses of modernity that Benjamin's Arcades Project offers.
it,
describes modernity as "the
of hell" because "precisely in
what is newest [it] never alters - that this 'newest' remains, in every
respect, the same" (842-43; G°, 17).22 Buck-Morss explains that for Ben
jamin "The spring rites of fashion celebrated novelty rather than recur
rence; they required, not remembrance, but obliviousness
even the
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most recent past" (Buck-Morss 98). Even when fashion refers to the past
(as in
ragtime song that points back
Shakespeare, or the 1922
craze for ancient Egypt and King Tutankhamen23), it does so in a way
that empties that past of any material history, and reconfigures the
potential for change and difference from a human characteristic to a
characteristic of the commodity object:
Reified in commodities, the utopian promise of fashion's transi
toriness undergoes a dialectical reversal: The living, human
capacity for change and infinite variation becomes alienated, and
is affirmed only as a quality of the inorganic object. In contrast,
the ideal for human subjects (urged
rigorous conformity to
fashion's dictates) becomes the biological rigor mortis of eternal
youth.
(Buck-Morss 99)

Fashion, even while it celebrates the new, rejects the possibility of gen
uine historical change. "With the smallest variation, fashion covers up
reality . . .it rearranges the given, merely symbolizing historical change
rather than ushering it in" (100). Or as Greil Marcus describes the same
Benjaminian process, "in truth capitalism left the essence of the old
(hierarchy, separation, alienation) altogether in place, and raised instead
a screen of continuous change, a show in which everything that was
new was old as soon as it was pictured, and thus could be replaced by
something even more falsely new" (128). Behind the façade of continu
ous change, fashion remains
worship of the changeless.
In Eliot's poem, the ghost's response to the woman's question repeats
what is in its head; it has
words of the pop song, some fashionable
fragment of "severed history."24 This response, however, is not just an
answer to
woman's second question, "is there nothing in your
head?" but
an answer to her first question, "are you alive or not?"
In other words, the ghost offers as a way of determining an answer to
the first question an answer to the second question, and that the woman
asked the two questions together suggests that she expects the answers
be linked as well.
ghost claims to be up to
with fashion, to
be a part of contemporary life. It exists in, is part of and is able make
reference to that matrix of severed history (Shakespeare) and popular
culture (ragtime) that constitutes fashion. In answer
the question
"Are you alive or dead?" the ghost offers as evidence "The Shakespeherian Rag" that is going round and round in its head - offers, that is,
its involvement with the world of fashion - and does so to assert that it
is alive, rather than not.
problem, of course, is that the woman's
question permits only two answers:
is either alive or dead, accord
ing
terms of her question. Whereas
ghost, as we have already
seen, is between life and death.
The ghost's answer,
throws the question back to the speaker:
the ghost has popular music going round and round in
head, it exists
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in a matrix of severed history made new through fashion. This state of
undead existence is
different from the life of the wealthy woman. If
fashion is the category by which the middle class judges itself alive, then
it is
more alive than its ghosts.
'What
I do now? What shall I do?'
'I shall rush out as I am, and walk the street
'With my hair down, so. What shall we do tomorrow?
'What shall we ever do?'
(131-34)

This conversation, either with herself or another "living" companion,25
points to the banality of
bourgeois life, a spiritual emptiness that
accompanies the fashionable material opulence, demonstrated by her
possession of cultural artifacts like the paintings,
"stumps of time,"
and the candelabra, the jewels, the vials and satin cases, the laquearía
and the "antique mantel" that decorate and provide her environment.
Having decided that she shall rush out as she is, and walk the street,
what to do today seems decided, and we instead worry about tomorrow,
and all days thereafter ("what shall we ever do?").
ghost's response
repeats
classic modernist trope of the banality of this existence, the
failure to add meaning
and above that of fashion to her life.

The hot water at ten.
And if it rains, a closed car at four.
And we shall play a game of chess,
Pressing lidless
and waiting for a knock upon the door.
(135-38)
As with the banal fashion of the popular song in the ghost's head, the
woman knows she is alive because her existence is banally fashionable:
tea, car rides, and chess. Life, like ghostliness, seems defined by the
changeless renewals of fashion, renewals that draw
history but
empty them at the same
as they bring them to life. Eliot's ghost
cannot
watching the scene ("lidless eyes"), and like the woman can
only wait for something that might bring change
the situation, end
the stalemate to which their
of chess has been reduced.
conversation between the ghost and the woman suggests that
both of them judge their "aliveness" in the
way, and both decide
their status
the same grounds, for the
reasons.
ghost, a fig
ure for the space between life and
matter and ideality, is indis
tinguishable from the living person. Jameson describes modern life as
"the experience of anomie, standardization, rationalizing desacralization
in the Umwelt or world of daily life" (Political Unconscious
and
Eliot's poem this modern life is indistinguishable from the ghostly state
of between-life-and-death. The modernist gothic describes not only the
past, with its insistent reappearance in the present, but also
present
itself, as ghostly.26
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III.

Eliot's poem is about life and death. Cleanth Brooks declared that the
poem's argument is that "Life devoid of meaning is death; sacrifice,
even the sacrificial death, may be life-giving,
awakening to life"
(137). It is tempting to celebrate with Brooks the poem's life-affirming
conclusion, but we need to read this conclusion within the poem's goth
framework to understand precisely what it is that the poem is argu
ing about life and death.
In the poem's ending, literary history is reduced to a series of frag
ments, and "These fragments I have
against my ruins" (431).
Mark Edmundson, in a book about the persistence of the gothic into
postmodern life, within other genres and modes of narrative, tries to
explain Eliot's (and modernism's) distrust of the gothic:
For Eliot the modernist, the Gothic world of Hamlet was, I sus
pect, oppressively overdetermined. Everything in Hamlet means
too intensely and too much, so that there is no way for the pre
sent to draw freely
past. There's no possibility in such a
point,
, the
the precursor
onleast)to the Freudian
no shored
world
to in whichThe
everything
also
terms,
in
signifies exhaustively, to freely
cultural fragments
against one's ruin.
(112)

Edmundson makes a slight but crucial misreading of Eliot's actual line,
in which it is not the speaker's ruin but
ruins against which he shores
these fragments. Edmundson's misreading allows him to read the poem
as describing
shoring of fragments as something done
stave off a
state of ruin, whereas "ruins" makes clear the poem's ambiguous mean
ing at this
in that "ruins" could mean either the state that the
shoring of fragments is intended to prevent, or, equally, the ruins could
be the location, the crumbled edifice next to - "against" - which the
fragments will be shored. What Eliot's poem is doing with these frag
ments is clearly both: preventing ruin, and doing so by building some
thing new, against,
the grounds left by, an already existing set
ruins. The Waste Land describes the modern world in Gothic
indulging in the collapse of boundaries and distinctions thus presented,
reducing our understanding of the world to a series of cultural frag
ments, each with a tangled web of references
the others but with no
references any more apparently significant than the others.
modern
world, in Eliot's poem, is thus like the Lacanian unconscious, a kind of
language with floating signifiers and
signifieds to which those signifiers can be definitively tied. But like the Lacanian unconscious,
which we create myths or fictions of self, other, and language by which
we can (temporarily at
tie down and make useful such signifiers,
the cultural world of fragments can be
against one's ruins; con
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trol can be asserted over this chaos, something new built from it. This
new building will itself be gothic, however, a Frankensteinian construc
tion, a monster sewn together from fragments collected from other longsources and thrust forward into life despite being undead. Which
means, though, that again like the Lacanian unconscious's control over
content, and like Frankenstein's control
his monster, what con
trol this formal achievement can have over the modern world is imme
diately thrown into doubt. Certainly it is not an achievement that can
transcend that
much as Brooks's summary of Eliot's poem would
like us to imagine that such transcendence is possible.
What the
describes, of course, in this Frankensteinian creation
of a new whole from the fragments of now-dead histories, is itself, and
modernist projects like itself. As Clark puts it, modernism suffered con
tingency and fragmentation "only in order to conjure back out of it - out
of the false regularities and the indiscriminate freeflow - a new pictori
al unity ....
and large they [modernists] could never escape the
notion that art would absolve or transfigure
circumstances and find
a way back to totality" (11-12). In other words, the structure of the poem
is a gothic response to the modern world: the poem responds
the
modem world in gothic terms, interprets that world according to the
conventions of gothic literature. And it does so in the language
melancholy, rather than mourning.27 In healthy mourning, according to
Freud, one works through (the language of labor is not accidental)
grief at the loss of a loved object, and does so in the end by exchanging
the old object for a new one. Mourning then places one within a system
of commodity exchange, where objects are exchangeable and nothing is
unique or irreplaceable. The project of Eliot's poem, then, shoring old
fragments against ruins, is a melancholic one, a retention of old love
objects and a refusal to replace or exchange them, a refusal to accept that
they are or could be replaceable; a refusal
accept the principle of
exchange-value
use-value. According to Freud, such melancholy is
unhealthy, but recent theorists Derrida in Specters of Marx
and Spivak in A Critique of Postcolonial Reason - have
that melan
choly is something we
to embrace, that there is in fact something
(socially) unhealthy about accepting that a love-object is simply
exchangeable.28 Eliot's Waste Land similarly rejects the system
exchange value, and of the capitalist social structure built on it, and pro
poses in its place a gothic resurrection of the system and values of the
English aristocracy.
Eliot's poem describes a wasteland intent on
own destruction.
And it describes this world by borrowing fragments from the literary
past, a process intrinsic, according to Derrida, to revolutionary rhetoric:
"the more the new erupts in the revolutionary crisis, the more the peri
od is in crisis, the more it is 'out of joint,' then the more one has to con
voke the old, 'borrow' from it. Inheritance from
'spirits of the past'
consists, as always, in borrowing'" (109). Eliot's poem implores its read
ers to remember
literary history,
melancholically refuse the
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replacement of the old with the new, and shows us that to fail to do so
reduces life to bourgeois banality. Derrida, too, argues for the impor
tance of remembering as a refusal of mourning, an embrace of melan
choly: "One must forget
specter and the parody, Marx seems to say,
so that history can continue. But if one is content to forget it, then the
result is bourgeois platitude: life, that's all. So one must not forget it,
must remember it but while forgetting it enough, in this very mem
ory, in order 'find again the spirit of the revolution without making its
specter return'" (110).
importance of melancholic remembrance
marks for Derrida (and Marx) the contrast between, on
one hand,
disaster of a life that is only bourgeois platitude and, on the other,
possibility of revolutionary life. For Eliot, however, melancholic
remembrance marks the contrast between,
the
hand,
same
disaster of bourgeois life, and
the other an agrarian aristocratic cul
ture that in his idealized imagined history is distinct from the horrors
and injustices of urban life. Another
of making this
point,
perhaps: Benjamin says that "Only that historian will have the gift
fanning
spark of hope in
past who is firmly convinced that even
the dead will not be
from the enemy if
wins. And this enemy has
not ceased to be victorious" ("Theses on the Philosophy of History"
Eliot and Benjamin share the fear that the dead, like the living, are
not safe, and they would even agree that
enemy is
bourgeois
capitalist culture of modernity. Where they fundamentally disagree
would be who they were saving from this modernity, and why. Where
Benjamin looks to the past for inspiration as
looks also forward to a
messianic future, Eliot looks to an illusory aristocratic past and can look
forward only to
gruesome return.
Eliot's poem, then, performs a complicated combination of,
the
one hand, nostalgia for a past that never was, in
melancholic remem
brance of aristocratic culture as a contrast
the bourgeois banality of
contemporary urban life, and
the other hand a melancholic insistence
that a new future can be created only from
fragments of this ruined
past. Brooks's celebration of the poem as
argument for the life-giv
ing potential of sacrificial
then, misses the dual importance
death for these two arguments, and the centrality of the ghost as a fig
ure that disrupts the binary opposition of life and
The ghost and
the wealthy woman of "A Game of Chess" can present only identical
arguments prove whether they are alive or dead, which suggests that
the urban present is alienated from itself in comparison
a "full" aris
tocratic rural past, albeit a past which is only ever a myth. And that the
possible future the poem looks towards is a gothic one constructed from
the fragments of these mythic pasts, rather than one based
a real his
torical understanding of the past, means that it is a future which can
never be anything but ghostly. Where Marx insists
a balance
between forgetting and remembering, what Eliot's poem offers us is a
balance of forgotten history and remembered myths, not only in
sub
ject matter,
content, but in its very form. The poem, unlike
revo
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lutionary movement, makes new by reassembling the fragments not of
a genuine past but of a mythic and literary one, thereby masking social
and economic causes of the present.
This conclusion, that the poem is fundamentally conservative, is
hardly a new one. It is easy to overlook, however, the crucial role that
gothic
in negotiating that conservatism.
in the clas
sical gothic, uses the refusal of the distinction between life and death to
figure an eruption of the past into the present, a present with an unset
tled relationship to
past.
ghost in modernist literature,
the
other hand, figures a present with an unsettled relationship to itself, an
experience of modernity that finds gothic tropes ready-to-hand to
describe that experience. Literary modernism, far from eschewing the
gothic, indulges in it repeatedly and insistently, finding it an important
generic framework for interpreting its relationship to both the modern
world and
its own past. As Ernst Bloch argued, there is "the ghost
remains after the lights are turned on" (320), and this ghost is a
new and specifically modernist one. Modernist ghosts represent not the
past but the present: they are a response to, a mediated representation
of, the experience of modern life. Eliot's Waste Land gives us both tradi
tional ghosts, ghosts
lurk in dark corners and haunt the present
from their place in the past, and
these modernist ghosts, ghosts
into the light and haunt the mechanism, the automatism, the
anomie of the modern. And it gives us both not only in the concrete
images that the poem presents, but also in its form, in
idea of what
poetry is, and what modernist poetry does: it haunts, and it is haunted
by, both traditional and modernist

Versions of the essay were read by Christian Thorne, Antony John, Ian
Baucom, Michael Moses, Ranjana Khanna, and Allan Meeks, as well as
an anonymous reviewer for Journal x. I am grateful for the insightful
and considerate observations made by each.
1. "Les Sept Vieillards," from Les Fleurs du Mal. Translated: "Swarming
city - city gorged with dreams, / Where ghosts by day accost the pass
er-by." 92 (the translation); 270 (the original). Eliot includes these lines
in his notes to line 60 of The Waste Land.
2. Like Hamlet, who complains "How weary, stale, flat, and unprof
itable / Seem to me all the uses of this world!" (I.ii.133-34).
3. One can
read here
sense of being haunted by, and his
efforts to distance himself from, fin-de-siècle aesthetes: green-carnation
wearing, aristocratic, "queer," dandies, epitomized by Oscar Wilde,
represent a homosocial literary and cultural past Walpole cannot
afford to claim yet which is clearly evoked in his narrator. In
course
of the story, the narrator reclaims his credibility as
anti-bourgeois
aesthete, and in effect redeems himself - and thereby modernist aes
theticism - through his relationship with the girl
ghost.
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4. Punter is representative, rather than unique. Mark Edmundson,
instance, makes a similar, though more hesitant, argument as part of his
exploration of the persistence of the gothic into late twentieth-century
US culture, in which he argues that one can take "the purging of the
Gothic to be a central - though hardly the sole - motive of a good deal
of modernist work" (113).
5. The essays collected by John Paul Riquelme in a recent issue of Mod
ern Fiction Studies (46:3, Fall 2000) under the title "Gothic and Mod
ernism" gesture towards this relationship. In Riquelme's introduction,
for instance,
argues that "The essential anti-realist character of Goth
ic writing from the beginning creates in advance a compatibility with
modernist writing" (586), and "the Gothic and Modernism influence
each other and share certain developments" (587). Some modernist
writers,
says, "draw significantly
Gothic traditions and motifs"
(588). Riquelme's arguments, and the arguments of the contributors to
that volume, suggesting simply a series of associations between mod
ernism and the gothic, do not go far enough. Jean-Michel Rabaté, in The
Ghosts of Modernity, offers highly theorized readings of
French
modernist writers - Breton, Verlaine, Mallarmé - but doesn't extend his
analysis
the modernist writers who wrote in English:
Joyce,
Woolf, and so forth, each of
it could be argued, employs gothic
modes as part of their modernist practice.
6. Eliot's figure, here, is marked as Wildean in much the same way as
Walpole's narrator is. Wilde haunts modernism, we might say, and with
him the homosocial culture
represents. As Eve Sedgwick has point
ed out, "there is a case to be made that the modernist impulse toward
abstraction . . . owes an incalculable part of
energy precisely to turnof-the-century
homo/heterosexual definitional panic." To an
extent, she says, "the 'figuration' that
be abjected from modernist
self-reflexive abstraction was not the figuration of just anybody, but,
rather, ... the desired male body" (Epistemology 167). She further iden
tifies Eliot's "Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock" as a "manifesto of male
homosexual panic" (240). Wildean homosociality is clearly something
that haunts Eliot's poetry, and modern literature, more generally. Fasci
nating though an exploration of this haunting would
in this essay I
am more interested in the relationships between the ghosts of Eliot's
Waste Land and the concept of history, rather than any specific histories.
7. Translation of the epigraph from Southam 17. In full, the epigraph
"For
I
with my very own
the Sibyl at Cumae hang
in a cage, and when the boys
to her, 'Sibyl, what do you want?'
she answered, 'I
to die.'"
8. If the forgetful snow is a good thing, then memory, even before it is
mixed with desire, would seem to be a bad thing. However, memory
and forgetfulness are not precisely opposites in this way: as Pierre Nora
says, "Memory is life ... in permanent evolution, open
the dialectic
of remembering and forgetting" (633). Or as Marita Sturken argues,
memory is "a narrative rather than a replica of an experience that can
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retrieved and relived......... What we remember is highly selective, and
how we retrieve it says as much about desire and denial as it does about
remembrance. .. . Forgetting is a necessary component in the construc
tion of memory" (7). Sturken's argument suggests that memory is
always mixed with both desire and forgetting.
9. Such characteristics are gothic according to the most persuasive
accounts of what the gothic is. See Duncan, Clery, and Sedgwick.
10.
crucial exception is Maud Ellmann's Kristevan essay "Eliot's
Abjection."
11. "This Casket India's glowing gems unlocks, / And all Arabia breathes
from yonder box. / The tortoise here and Elephant unite, / Transform'd
to Combs. ... // Now awful Beauty puts
all
Arms" (I, 133-36,139).
12. "[T]he ghost is at one with a building of some antiquity, of which it
is the bad
and to whose incomprehensible succession of genera
tions of inhabitants it makes allusion as in some return of the repressed
of the middle-class mind" (Jameson "Historicism" 90). Dickens's Mrs.
Rouncewell, a housekeeper in Bleak House, suggests another theory. She
is showing guests around a manor house in
master's absence. There
is a ghost in the house, and Mrs Rouncewell is convinced that the spirit
must be very old, indeed: "Mrs Rouncewell holds this opinion, because
she considers that a family of such antiquity and importance has a right
to a
regards a ghost as one of the privileges of the upper
classes; a genteel distinction to which the common people have no
claim" (139-40). Eliot's wealthy bourgeois woman has no spiritual right
to her cultural goods; she equally has no right her ghost.
distance
Dickens's narrator creates between himself and Mrs. Rouncewell is
clear, here, and as my brief study of "The Little Ghost" shows, it is
fact precisely the bourgeois who are haunted by the ghosts of an aristo
cratic past, to which they have
'right.'
13. Miller's translation uses 'love' rather that 'lust';
Latin reads
"non secus exarsit conspecta virgine Tereus, / quam si quis canis ignem
supponat aristis / aut frondem positasque cremet faenilibus herbas" (VI
455- 57).
14. The whole story is one that looks forward
Part III of The Waste
"The Fire Sermon," which takes its title from Buddha's sermon
against the fiery passions. Both Tereus and Procne are described as
being under the influence of these fiery passions: Tereus is "inflamed
with love" (456) and "feeds
own fires" (492-93), and later Procne is
"all
fire" (610) with vengeance.
15. It may be that the poem intends us
read the forest as 'deserted/
empty of people; but such juxtaposed descriptions occur throughout the
poem, implying that the epistemological uncertainty is one of
effects
of modernity that the poem both describes and reproduces.
16. "Benjamin viewed the world of industrial objects as fossils, as the
trace of living history that can be read from the surfaces of the surviv
ing objects" (Buck-Morss 56).
17. "But the social
meaning) of commodities is their
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price, this does not prevent them from being appropriated by con
sumers as wish images within the emblem books of their private dream
world. For this to occur, estrangement of the commodities from their
initial meaning as use-values produced
human labor is in fact the
prerequisite" (Buck-Morss 181).
18. I go on question precisely this distinction between landed gentry
and urban capitalist.
19.
argument is implicit through Raymond Williams's The Country
and the City, and explicit at a number of points. Eliot's idyll of a rural
aristocracy, implicit against the decay, obfuscation, and torpor of the
bourgeois city, is, and
been, implicated in those cities since at least
the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries: "The greed and calculation, so
easily isolated and condemned in the city, run back, quite clearly,
the
country houses, with the fields and their labourers around them. And
this is a double process. The exploitation of man and of nature, which
takes place in the country, is realised and concentrated in the city. But
also, the profits of other kinds of exploitation - the accumulating wealth
of the merchant, the lawyer, the court favourite - come
penetrate the
country, as if, but only as if, they were a new social phenomenon" (4849).
20. And in explaining, thereby informing; explanations do not simply fol
low observations, as any good scientist knows, but construct the expec
tations within which observation happens.
21. For instance, Horatio: "Speak me . . . / O, speak! . . . / Speak of it:
— stay, and speak!" (I.i.132,135,139); and Hamlet: "... speak, I'll go no
further. . . . / Speak; I am bound to hear" (I.v.l, 6).
22. For Benjamin, in fact, fashion is always best described in these goth
ic terms: "fashion was never anything other than the parody of the mot
ley cadaver, provocation of death through the woman, and bitter collo
quy with decay whispered between shrill bursts of mechanical laugh
ter" (Arcades 62; Bl, 4).
23. See North 19-24 for a detailed account of this fashion craze.
24. The term is Greil Marcus's, 301.
25. The use of the inverted commas suggests a change in speaker at the
of line 131, although she could very well be responding her own
question.
26. Jameson suggests that we can better understand modernity if we
think of it as "as a trace and an abstraction from a real historical event
and trauma," namely, the trauma of the transition to capitalism. As
such,
says, we can "locate the referent of 'modernity' in a new way,
via the ancient ghostly forms of the experience itself" (Singular Moder
nity 39). Modernity is the trace left by a trauma; it is itself a ghost.
27. See Freud's "Mourning and Melancholy," and Abraham and Torok's
more recent (but still Freudian) essays
mourning in The Shell and the
Kernel.
28. Derrida argues that "the work of mourning is not
kind of work
among others. It is work itself, work in general," he says, and a true
conception of justice will involve "A mourning in fact and by right inter
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minable . . . between introjection and incorporation" (97), that is, a
mourning which refuses the binary opposition between mourning and
melancholy. Spivak, more radically, rejects mourning as itself unhealthy
and promotes a
logic of melancholy as a possible alternative to the
logic of capitalism.
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